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Unfortunately in the original publication on p. 577, under the second paragraph, the

sentence ‘‘The Pays de Vaud, in Switzerland, was associated in his mind with his

own childhood and with his long-dead ‘‘pauvre Maman’’ (the real one, not Mme de

Warens), whose birthplace Vevey was the ‘‘petite Ville au pied des Alpes’’ where

the first part of the novel took place’’ is published incorrectly and should be replaced

by the following line ‘‘The Pays de Vaud, in Switzerland, was associated in his mind

with his own childhood and with his ‘‘pauvre Maman’’ (Mme de Warens), whose

birthplace Vevey was the ‘‘petite Ville au pied des Alpes’’ where the first part of the

novel took place.’’

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1007/s11061-010-9204-6.
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